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People report believing weird things: that the Earth is flat, that senior Democrats are subjecting kidnapped children to abuse, and so on. How can people possibly believe things like this? Some philosophers have recently argued for a surprising answer: people don’t believe these things at all. Rather, they mistake their imaginings for beliefs. They are shmelievers, not believers. In this paper, I consider the prospects for this kind of explanation. I argue that some belief reports are simply insincere, and that much of the evidence for shmeliefs can be explained by the content of the beliefs reported, rather than by the attitude people take to them. But some reported beliefs are good candidates for being shmeliefs. I consider how shmeliefs are acquired and sustained, and why they might be harmful despite not being seriously believed.

People profess to believe all kinds of odd things. They profess to believe that the COVID vaccine is designed to kill much of the population, that initiatives to discourage driving are part of a plan to lock us in walled ghettos, that aliens regularly visit our planet to kidnap and experiment upon unassuming individuals, and that the movements of incredibly distant celestial bodies influence how our week is likely to go. These claims strike many observers as genuinely bizarre: not only at odds with the scientific consensus or with those of accredited experts, but at odds with the way we know the world works. How, we might wonder, can anyone seriously believe these things?

There are two major ways of responding to this query in the published literature. On the most influential view, people come to hold bizarre beliefs due to motivated reasoning (Bardon 2019), perhaps coupled with reduced cognitive capacity (Pennycook & Rand 2019). A second response, gaining in popularity recently, dissolves the puzzle by pointing out that beliefs that strike some agents as bizarre may be rationally held by other agents, with different background beliefs. One way to cash this thought out is in subjective Bayesian terms: while
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a belief might be bizarre for me, given my priors, it might be reasonable for you, given yours (Poth & Dolega 2023). We might worry about a regress here – wouldn’t it take bizarre priors to rationalize believing things like that? – but the worry can often be headed off. In particular, we might point to the role of testimony in rationalizing beliefs. Testimony from sources that agents consider authoritative can play a very significant role in justifying beliefs that might strike outsiders as bizarre (Levy 2021). Religious beliefs might be justified for one agent for broadly the same reasons as a scientific theory is justified for another: on the basis of testimony from sources that each regards as authoritative.

These responses, separately or combined, almost certainly explain some cases of apparently bizarre beliefs. When beliefs that strike us as bizarre are supported by testimony from sources that might plausibly be taken to be authoritative by those who espouse them, and when conflicting testimony is pre-empted (Begby 2020), they may be held rationally. For example, those people who think that the risks of the COVID vaccine are greater than the benefits may adopt or maintain that belief because they take seriously the testimony of the minority of genuine experts who make this claim, and regard the mainstream as fatally compromised. Equally, when a belief is very widely held, as is belief in astrology, that very fact provides genuine (higher-order) evidence in its favor. Even combined, however, these considerations do not seem to explain all cases of bizarre beliefs.

Some bizarre beliefs are neither widely held nor espoused by sources that are reasonably regarded as authorities. Whereas the belief that the side-effects of the COVID vaccine are more dangerous than the disease it protects against is supported by testimony from genuine experts (Griffin 2021), the belief that the COVID vaccine contains microchips that will be activated by 5G networks is not. In the first case, testimony comes from physicians and scientists (albeit a small minority of each); in the second, it stems from social media and has been amplified almost exclusively by those who aren’t plausibly regarded as experts, even by the lights of those who repeat it (Sriskandarajah 2021). Moreover, whatever role might be played by its widespread adoption within some subculture in rationalizing its maintenance, that role cannot explain why it is adopted in the first place. An even clearer case, I suggest, is the professed belief in a flat Earth: this belief is held in the face of a consensus that is very deep and extremely broad, and in the face of evidence that is available to anyone who cares to look. Whether a belief strikes us as bizarre is an unreliable guide to whether it was acquired rationally, but we may justifiably wonder how beliefs like these could be sincerely held.

1. While the motivated reasoning account and the Bayesian updating accounts clearly postulate distinct mechanisms, and have different implications for the rationality of beliefs, it’s important to note that it is very difficult to tease these accounts apart empirically. Apparent cases of motivated belief formation may be explained by attributing to agents likelihood functions that rationalize the belief (Coppock 2023).
One possibility that has attracted attention recently is that people don’t believe these things at all. Or rather, there are far fewer true believers about than we might have thought. Rather, they may be engaging in signalling (Ganapini 2021; Mercier 2020), or reporting an attitude they mistake for a belief (Dieguez 2022; Levy 2022; Munro 2023), or reporting some other kind of attitude altogether (Van Leeuwen 2023). On these views, people are sincere in their reports, but they’re mistaken about what they believe. In this paper, I’ll assess the prospects for these non-doxastic explanations of bizarre belief reports.

I’ll argue that accounts in this family succeed in explaining some cases, but that such cases are not as common as the proponents of these views suggest. They underestimate or overlook the prevalence of wholly insincere belief reports, on the one hand, and of sincere reports of genuine beliefs, on the other hand. I aim to delineate these states from one another – to the extent to which such delineations can be made – and to identify the best candidates for such states. In section one, I will briefly survey extant accounts of the nature of belief, focusing on those accounts that seem to have the resources to explain belief/behavior mismatches. I aim to do so to demonstrate the attractiveness of what I will call the shmelief account. A shmelief is a representation of a state of affairs that has its origins in play: in playfully imagining what it would be like for the world to be like that. Such playful imagining is a normal part of our cognitive lives, but it can give rise to shmeliefs when internal and external conditions allow the person to come to be sufficiently absorbed in their fantasy that they lose track of the fact that it is merely imaginary, and mistake it for a belief. In section two, I will show that some apparent candidates for being shmeliefs are better explained by insincere report. In section three, I will argue that other candidates are genuine beliefs. Section 4 gives an account of how shmeliefs are acquired, while section 5 aims to explain how they are maintained, as well as accounting for the distinctive ways in which they may be epistemically harmful despite not being believed.

1. Beliefs, Shmeliefs, and Other Doxastic Animals

Beliefs have a distinctive functional role: they are, in Ramsey’s (2013) famous metaphor, maps by which we steer. We form beliefs to keep track of how things are in the world, because accurate representations are needed to achieve our goals. This functional role entails two properties: genuine beliefs update in response to evidence, and they cause behavior when their content is relevant (and salient to agents). If the landscape has changed (perhaps there’s been a rock fall), a good map will represent that change, and the navigator will use that information to alter course.
These properties make what I will call recalcitrance cases puzzling. Yet such cases are apparently common. Recalcitrance cases come in two kinds: belief/behavior mismatches, when agents fail to act consistently with their professed belief, in circumstances which seem to call for such action, and failures to abandon or modify professed belief in the face of persuasive evidence that seems to call for such update. Of course, such failures can often be explained by inattention, lapses, cognitive load, and so forth. But when they occur regularly and are sustained over time, some more systematic explanation seems to be called for.

The literature on self-deception is a rich source of such cases and of theories that aim to explain them. Self-deceived agents, like the man who professes to believe his wife is faithful in the face of compelling evidence to the contrary, manifest a failure to respond to evidence, even to evidence they would regard as persuasive were their case described to them with identifying information removed. They may also manifest a failure to act consistently with their professed belief; indeed, some philosophers hold that such inconsistency is necessary for an agent to count as self-deceived. The agent who acts consistently with their belief report is not self-deceived, but self-deluded, they hold, with the difference consisting in how complete the deception is (see Funkhouser 2019 for discussion).

One influential view accounts for self-deception, with its (allegedly) distinctive recalcitrance, by partitioning the mind, and compartmentalizing belief (Davidson 2004). The agent might genuinely believe $p$, the proposition they report believing, while also believing not-$p$; since the beliefs are compartmentalized, the conflict is not detected by the agent. Further, compartmentalization can explain both kinds of recalcitrance: If one mental state drives verbal report and the other (some) behavior, the dissociation between them is predictable. Similarly, failures to respond to evidence might reflect the fact that one of the compartmentalized states is encapsulated from reasoning systems. Compartmentalization accounts are doxastic account of self-deception, inasmuch as they hold that the professed claim is a genuine belief. Other accounts of self-deception offer non-doxastic explanations of the professed claim; for example, it might be an avowal (Audi 1982), or the product of pretense (Gendler 2007).

Accounts of belief developed primarily for other purposes may also explain self-deception, as well as other recalcitrance cases. Eric Mandelbaum and colleagues have developed an account of belief that might be seen as a far more empirically-informed successor to the compartmentalization account (Bendaña & Mandelbaum 2021; Porot & Mandelbaum 2021). On this account, we form beliefs indiscriminately and effortlessly, regardless of how well supported they are and even in the face of direct conflict with our existing beliefs. The mind is fragmented, containing multitudes of conflicting beliefs. Rejection of beliefs takes effort, and we often lack the time and cognitive resources to exert that
effort. We also won’t make that effort if doing so would threaten our sense of ourselves as good and rational agents (Mandelbaum and colleagues postulate what they call the psychological immune system to explain departures from Bayesian rationality, but their account could easily be recast in Bayesian terms). On this account, both kinds of fragmentation are easily explained (if anything, it is the consistency and rationality we routinely exhibit that needs explaining).

We’ve already mentioned signalling accounts. On doxastic signalling accounts, the resulting beliefs are genuinely held, but not primarily in response to evidence. Rather, they are held to signal group belonging or commitment to some ideology (Funkhouser 2017; Sterelny 2015). Since the function of the state requires sensitivity to non-epistemic properties, this account predicts recalcitrance to evidence, though not belief/behavior mismatches. Other signalling accounts are non-doxastic; the state that has the function of signalling belonging or commitment is not a belief. Such accounts are able to explain both kinds of recalcitrance.² Eric Schwitzgebel’s (2010; 2002) phenomenal dispositional account can also explain such cases. On his account, a belief is constituted by dissociable dispositions, to act and feel in certain ways. Since these dispositions are dissociable (though they tend to cluster together), we can expect cases of ‘in-between’ beliefs, where the person has the disposition to assert that \( p \) but to act somewhat inconsistently with it.

This sketch of the landscape is by no means exhaustive.³ Given this array, why think we need yet another? The shmeliefs account is motivated, in very important part, by recalcitrance cases; it must earn its keep by doing a better job of explaining such cases, or by reference to lower costs elsewhere. One advantage of the shmelief account is that it does not confront the problem of explaining how people could possibly believe things like \( \textit{that} \) (for example, that the Earth is flat, in the face of absolute scientific consensus and easily available evidence). The account does not face this problem, since it denies that shmelievers believe what they profess to believe. Of course, this is an advantage it shares with other non-doxastic accounts, such as the Ganapini/Mercier signalling account or Gendler’s
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² Williams (2022) presents a semi-doxastic account of signalling for the purpose of manifesting ingroup commitment that is especially relevant here. On his account, groups may coalesce around absurd claims \textit{because} they’re seen as absurd by outsiders: by committing publicly to an absurd belief, agents signal their willingness to pay reputational damages in the eyes of outsiders and therefore make defection more difficult. He argues that their function requires agents to treat them as genuine beliefs in many contexts, and therefore departures from the functional profile of belief will be limited for these sorts of signals.

³ Indeed, not only is it a merely partial survey of those, broadly functionalist, theories of belief that promise to explain recalcitrance cases, it completely ignores non-functionalist accounts, like Declan Smithies (forthcoming) conviction account. It sets these accounts aside because they are not intended to explain recalcitrance. Readers sympathetic to such accounts might bracket the word ‘belief’ and assess the view offered here as a theory concerning how agents may acquire and commit to representations that play different functional roles.
pretense account (2007). The second advantage it has alone: it explains the etiology and the maintenance of these states better than rivals, as well as how they resist detection as imaginative states, and not genuine beliefs, via introspection. Shmeliefs arise through a distinctive kind of imaginative play, and their content makes them resistant to introspective unmasking.

The shmelief account has been developed most extensively by Sebastian Dieguez (2022). On his view, many of those who report believing conspiracy theories, and almost all of those who report believing that the Earth is flat, are engaged in a kind of epistemic cosplay (see also Blanchard 2023). In his metaphor, they’re fans of a view, not believers in it. Somewhat similar views have been defended, even more recently, by Marianna Ganapini (2022) and Daniel Munro (2023), and a closely related view has been developed very extensively by Neil Van Leeuwen (2023; 2014). There are important differences as well as commonalities between them. Most relevantly, whereas Dieguez and Ganapini maintain that shmelievers are unaware that they fail to believe what they report, Munro and Van Leeuwen maintain that shmelievers typically are aware “at some level” (Van Leeuwen 2023: 134) they do not believe what they report. Since their awareness is tacit, though (indeed, Van Leeuwen maintains it is sufficiently recessive that under some conditions it may be occluded altogether), I will treat these theories together.

In the rest of the paper, I will put forward a distinctive shmelief account, one centred around imaginative play. But before I develop this account, I will argue that there are fewer shmeliefs around than many of their proponents suggest. Some claims that strike observers as absurd are genuinely believed. Some such claims are not believed, but they’re not shmelieved either. I will go on to suggest that we need a new account of the origins and maintenance of shmeliefs, because they have a distinctive etiology and resist introspective unveiling in distinctive ways.

4. There are, of course, other significant differences across these theories. Ganapini emphasises narratives: she argues that when a narrative strikes us as plausible, this fact is evidence not that the narrative is itself true (it may, after all, be explicitly presented as fictional) but that the world actually works in the sorts of ways that are presupposed by the narrative. For example, the Pizzagate narrative is plausible to those who circulate it because it presupposes that Democrats are morally depraved. Ganapini’s account seems to better explain why some theories rather than others circulate and are enjoyed by those in particular milieus than how they come to be mistaken for shmeliefs; her account and mine complement each other. Munro argues that conspiracy theories and cults are both attractive because they postulate ‘secret knowledge’, or, at minimum, an esoteric epistemology, with its own rules for decoding events. I think that’s false with regards to conspiracy theories: contemporary conspiracy theorists are all too ready to share their theories and their evidence. Their methods of decoding texts and events are already familiar to all of us. Finding hidden anagrams or acronyms, or hints of a plan in popular movies, is not really an esoteric epistemology: it’s a game.
2. Explaining Away Shmeliefs: Sincerity

The true believer takes the belief attitude to a proposition or content. The shmeliever takes a different, more imaginative, attitude toward the same content, but mistakes their attitude for a belief (or has, at most, a recessive awareness that they don’t believe what they report). A shmelief is sincerely reported. But many belief reports are not sincere, and the attitudes reported are not candidates for shmelief.

Some proportion of respondents to questions take the opportunity to express their support for their side of politics or debates, and may respond insincerely to do so (Bullock & Lenz 2019; Hannon 2021). Much of the evidence for this ‘expressive responding’ or ‘partisan cheerleading’ is somewhat equivocal. The standard manipulation compares the responses of partisans given a financial motivation for accuracy to partisans without such a motivation, but the increase in accuracy might reflect the desire to gain the money by reporting what the respondent (rightly) thinks the experimenter regards as true, rather than by reporting a sincere belief. But Schaffner and Luks provide extremely strong evidence for insincerity (Schaffner & Luks 2018; see Ross & Levy 2023 for a replication).

Schaffner and Luks gave their participants unlabelled photos of the Trump and Obama inaugurations, and simply asked ‘which depicts a larger crowd?’ 15% of self-reported Trump voters chose the Trump inauguration photo, despite it being plain the crowd was smaller. There’s little likelihood they were responding sincerely. Generalizing the thought, we should be suspicious of the sincerity of many reports of bizarre beliefs, like flat Earth beliefs or belief in the QAnon conspiracy. These reported attitudes don’t cause much consequential behavior or update in response to evidence, simply because they’re not genuinely believed.

Sometimes, poll respondents and experimental participants report insincerely for a different reason: to engage in trolling (Lopez & Hillygus 2018). Typical opinion surveys and social science experiments aren’t especially interesting for participants, and respondents can’t be relied upon to be motivated by the truth (often their motivation is to earn a little money). It’s unsurprising if some of them answer randomly or make their own fun by reporting bizarre beliefs. The blogger Scott Alexander (2013) has jokingly identified what he calls the lizardman constant: the proportion of people who will reliably answer “yes” to the question “do lizardmen rule the world?” Alexander thinks that response is far more likely to reflect some sort of trolling than a sincere stab at answering the question. He estimates the constant at around 4%. I doubt there’s any such constant. Rather, the proportion of trolling responses is probably a function of the question asked and the population sampled: in some cases, it is very much higher than 4%.

There’s also another reason to doubt that many survey responses report sincere beliefs, though they may not be actually insincere. The majority of responses
to questions probing political or conspiratorial beliefs are constructed on the fly: the respondent has no antecedent opinion about the matter. They’re not motivated to reflect deeply; rather, they’re motivated to move on quickly. They therefore answer by simply giving an opinion (typically, by choosing an option from a set presented to them) that seems to match their opinions given what’s salient to them right now (Zaller & Feldman 1992). Often, that will produce partisan response. The person might have no opinion whether Hilary Clinton gave uranium to Russia – this may well be the first time they’ve heard the suggestion. Their answer reflects whether they think this is the sort of thing she’d do. For those without strong partisan leanings, responses might well differ from time to time, depending on what occurs to them in the moment. In that case, it will be too ephemeral to guide behavior.

Of course, many reports of genuine beliefs are likewise generated on the fly. Unless we’ve thought about the question previously, and recall the belief we formed on that occasion, belief reports are generated in significant part by probing what we’re committed to. Most of our beliefs are dispositional: they are constituted by the entailments and implications of our attitudes (perhaps inter alia; see Aronowitz 2023). It’s tricky, to say the least, to settle how stable dispositions must be for the reports they cause to count as beliefs. One worry is that the question might itself be seen as suggesting an answer: the respondent might think they’re being asked whether they believe that Hilary Clinton gave uranium to Russia because there’s a serious suggestion that she did. Polls and surveys may thus produce beliefs that the person would not otherwise have had. If the person’s dispositions didn’t entail any answer to the question until (what they see as) further information was provided by the question, the belief reported was not one they possessed, even dispositionally, before they were asked. A particular subgroup might reliably report the belief when probed but members of that subgroup fail to act consistently with it, because being probed is a condition of its being elicited.

3. Explaining Away Shmeliefs: Content

The factual belief fallacy (Van Leeuwen 2018) is the fallacy of building an account of human psychology that overlooks the great mass of our ordinary beliefs and how they function. Philosophers commit the fallacy when they develop accounts
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5. This isn’t an alternative to the transparency account famously outlined by Evans (1982). Evans argues that we form beliefs by looking to the world, not ourselves: asked whether we believe that inflation will rise, we don’t probe our mental states but think about market forces and the economy. However, our perception of market forces and the economy is very significantly shaped by our attitudes, especially but not only by our Bayesian priors.
of belief that take religious and ideological attitudes as their exemplars. That might be a mistake, but there’s an opposite error: the factual belief fallacy fallacy. This is the mistake of thinking that all genuine beliefs must closely resemble mundane beliefs. There’s good reason to expect that many genuine beliefs will be less responsive to evidence and cause behavior less broadly than mundane beliefs, with the differences between these beliefs and mundane beliefs explained by their content, rather than by the kind of attitude the person takes to that content.6

There’s nothing in the idea of a map that requires its content to be clear and distinct. If the territory that is mapped is topographically complex, a good map should mirror this, and then it will take effort and attention to guide our behavior in its light. Moreover, some maps are not good maps, without ceasing to be maps at all. The cliched treasure map of pirate fiction is hard to interpret because it’s so sparse and vague (“30 paces from the big palm tree”). It’s still a map: it represents a territory. Beliefs, too, may be complex, such that it takes effort to guide our behavior by them, and they may be vague. These features can explain why they don’t result in the behaviors and inferences characteristic of mundane beliefs, which are clear and distinct.

Laypeople tend to have sparse and vague maps when it comes to scientific and theological claims. As a consequence, it may require effort for them to govern their behavior and inference by reference to these representations, and even then the belief will be implicated only in those inferential transitions that the person grasps. Many people who believe that the theory of evolution is true can only govern a limited range of behaviors in the light of that belief. They might take the fact that a candidate for political office is a young Earth creationist as counting against them, but they might not see what’s wrong with claims about, say, viruses that are implicitly teleological or Lamarckian. Dieguez argues that propositions like “the unconscious is structured like a language, or that God is three persons in one” are vague, “not to say totally elusive,” and “strictly speaking lack any natural relation to the world and our way of interacting with reality” (2022: 90–91; translations mine), and that therefore they are not believed. That’s a mistake: their indistinct content is compatible with them counting as beliefs.

Van Leeuwen (Van Leeuwen 2014; 2023) cites evidence from the cognitive science of religion that seems to show that adherents to major religions (and some much less widespread ones too) don’t act consistently with their religious beliefs or don’t update their religious beliefs in response to evidence. Much of this experimental work concerns the prosocial behaviors called for by religions. Malhotra (2010) provides evidence that Christian believers are more likely to
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6. The extent to which mundane beliefs always have the properties Van Leeuwen and Dieguez attribute to them may be questioned. Egan (2008) points out that cases in which we fail to draw obvious inferences from our mundane beliefs, or in which we guide our behavior by conflicting beliefs in different circumstances, are far from rare.
donate to charity – that is, to bid in an auction for charitable purposes – on Sundays than on other days of the week. Similarly, Xygalatas (2012) provides evidence that religious Hindus play economic games more altruistically when they play the game in the vicinity of a temple, while Duhaime (2015) found that Muslims donated more to charity in the immediate aftermath of the call to prayer than at other times of the day. Other experiments look to inference. Harris and Giménez (2005) and Astuti and Harris (2008) found that Catholic children and Vezo children and adults (respectively) were more likely to attribute an afterlife to recently dead people when they were described as dying in a context in which religion was salient. Barrett (1999) found that Christians understand religious narratives in ways that presuppose that God is not omnipresent and omniscient, despite professing to believe these things. He also found that people are unlikely to pray for genuine miracles: they’re far more likely to pray that someone’s cancer remits than that their severed leg grows back (Barrett 2001). But these recalcitrance cases, too, may be better explained by the content of the beliefs reported, rather than by the attitude the person takes to them.

Much of this evidence shows only that the religious guide their behavior by their reported beliefs when they’re salient. That’s good evidence these attitudes are not deeply embedded in the cognitive system, such that they cause behavior and inference automatically. It’s common to think that such embedding is a criterion for belief (Stich 1978), but that’s a mistake. Complex and counterintuitive representations resist embedding in cognitive systems, such that they drive inference automatically. If we make such embedding criterial for belief, we’ll turn out to believe only simple propositions. Even scientists might not count as believing in much of science: even experts don’t automatically guide their inference by reference to the science when they’re under cognitive load (Shtulman & Harrington 2016).

The experimental evidence also seems to suggest that religious representations compete with conflicting representations: hence theological incorrectness, where people’s intuitive concepts of God trump their theology (Slone 2004). Again, though, I don’t see a strong motivation for a lack of conflict as a criterion for a belief. It’s not difficult to generate conflicting representations in ordinary people: think of visual illusions, or, indeed, movies. I think it’s fairly obvious that I don’t believe that the zombies will devour me, even though my heart rate accelerates and I startle at a sudden movement.

Van Leeuwen and Dieguez both fall victim to the factual belief fallacy fallacy in another way: in taking what Van Leeuwen (2014) calls “vulnerability to special authority” as a marker of shmelfief. It’s true that mundane beliefs, like Dieguez’s
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7. Note that Van Leeuwen abandons vulnerability to special authority as a marker of shmelfief in the definitive statement of his view (2023).
paradigm there is a beer in the fridge, are acquired and updated through direct sense perception, rather than on the say-so of someone. But authority independence is not criterial for genuine belief. To function as a map, a belief must maintain some systematic relation to the world it maps, but that relation needn’t and often can’t be direct. The world is a big and complex place, and to find out about it – to find out things I urgently need to know – I must rely on others. I can’t just look and see why my car is making that funny noise, or whether that pain is a reason to worry. I must consult the experts. The beliefs I acquire in this sort of way are surely genuine (the doctor’s testimony might make a huge difference to how my life goes from then on). These attitudes update easily and automatically (suppose I found out my doctor had confused my x-rays with those of another patient). They’re maps. But they’re authority-dependent.

The same sorts of considerations apply to conspiratorial beliefs and the like. Like scientific and religious beliefs, conspiracy theories, even bizarre ones, are often acquired on the basis of testimony from sources the agent regards as authoritative. Dieguez denies this, because he thinks that those who accept these theories know that those who promote them are not epistemic authorities, but this is a mistake. It’s true, as he notes (2022: 103), that they respond to factors like the prestige of the agents, but prestige carries information. Prestige is a marker of success, and there’s a reliable (if defeasible) link between being prestigious and having true beliefs (Levy 2021). The fact that a person has achieved success indicates that the map by which they have steered themselves is accurate (or more accurate than average, at any rate). Relying on testimony from the prestigious is relying on people one may reasonably take to be epistemically accurate.

It’s worth adding that using our assessment of the improbability of a hypothesis as a guide to its status as an attitude is an enterprise that needs careful handling. Above, we noted that Schaffner and Luks (2018) is a rare example of a wholly persuasive empirical demonstration of expressive responding: it strains credibility beyond breaking point to think that respondents who picked the Trump photo were reporting their genuine beliefs. But this kind of example is rare because what is held to be plausible can vary dramatically from person to person. At the same time, the prior probability of actual occurrences is sometimes quite low. What’s the prior probability of the official story of the 9/11 tragedy –

8. Dieguez cites the illusion of explanatory depth as evidence that scientific attitudes are shmeliefs. We think we understand how flush toilets and toasters work, but we’re unable to explain the mechanism when asked. This fact shows that the content of the relevant attitudes is far from rich and detailed, but again, facts about content don’t entail facts about attitude. In fact, the best account of the illusion of explanatory depth explains it as arising not because people mistake shmeliefs for beliefs, but because they adaptively outsource to others for the content of their beliefs (Keil & Wilson 2000; Levy 2021). We do this all the time. Experts (or those we take to be experts) tell us that p (e.g. that evolution is true, that $E = mc^2$, that God is three persons in one) and we accept the claim, depending on others to provide it with more detailed content.
that 19 men would successfully coordinate to hijack 4 planes, crashing two of them into the Twin Towers and bringing them down? It’s not obvious, to me at least, that that story is more intuitively plausible than the controlled demolition alternative urged by many conspiracy theorists (after all, there have been many false flag operations in US history, and Operation Northwoods was only one of several Department of Defence or CIA proposals to commit terrorist attacks against US interests to justify aggression against foreign powers). I don’t see any particular reason to think that conspiracy theories, generally, can’t be acquired through normal evidential mechanisms.

However they’re acquired, we ought to expect genuine conspiracy beliefs often to cause little behavior and exhibit a restricted vulnerability to evidence, for precisely the same sorts of reasons as religious beliefs: they’re acquired on the basis of testimony and their implications for behavior and inference aren’t obvious. Believing Catholics may outsource inference and behavior to priests and theologians: the trinity means and entails what they take it to mean and entail. Believing laypeople may outsource inference and behavior to scientists: the theory of evolution means and entails what they take it to mean and entail. Similarly, the believing conspiracy adherent may outsource inference and behavior to those they regard as authoritative: 5G has the risks that they tell us it has.

Candidates for the category of shmeliefs must be sincerely reported attitudes that were not unduly elicited by probes, that are relatively stable over time, and which often don’t cause behavior or update in the face of evidence when their implications for behavior and update are salient and plain to the person reporting the attitude. Sincere reports of religious, scientific, and conspiracy beliefs often don’t satisfy these conditions: There are fewer candidates for shmeliefs around than Van Leeuwen and Dieguez think. Religious beliefs are typically not good candidates for shmeliefs. The trinity belief doesn’t qualify, because it’s not obvious that it has a content—for the layperson—that’s relevant to how they should update in everyday life. Given the opacity of the idea to them, they can only update by ascending semantically ("that’s heresy, because it denies the trinity (whatever that is)."") An omniscience belief is a better candidate since its implications are (somewhat) easier to grasp, but the failures of cognitive governance it exhibits might better be explained by competition from a conflicting intuitive representation. The same goes for all the other examples of religious credences: afterlife beliefs, the apparent context dependence of prosocial behavior, and so on.\(^9\)

\(^9\) I’m not claiming that no religious or scientific representations are shmeliefs, or even that shmeliefs may not be common among such states. My claim is epistemic, not metaphysical: we should expect to see failures of cognitive governance and evidential vulnerability among complicated or esoteric representations that are authority-dependent, so the fact that actual representations exhibit these properties is not good evidence that the representation is a shmelief.
Many conspiratorial beliefs are also not good candidates, because the people who espouse them are trolling or engaging in expressive responding or because their failures to exhibit the full functional profile of beliefs is better explained by content rather than attitude. All that said, we can be fairly confident that some flat Earth believers, QAnon adherents, and so on, are sincere and that their failure to act and infer consistently with their attitude is not explained by its content. It is obvious that the Pizzagate conspiracy theory, sincerely believed, called for action to free the children. Some conspiracy theorists and the like are simply sincere believers: they might (for instance) put their flat Earth belief to the test, for example (see Weill 2022 for several cases). But others seem to be sincere shmelievers: while they take themselves to be believers—they may report that they were believers after exiting QAnon for example (for cases, see Dickson 2020 and Venkataramakrishnan & Murphy 2021)—there are features of their behavior and their attitudes toward evidence that indicate that they were never, quite, believers.

4. The Road to Shmeliefs

Dieguez argues that shmeliefs are acquired effortfully. It’s not despite the fact that a shmelief is epistemically flawed that it’s acquired: it’s because of this fact. This, again, is a contrast with mundane beliefs: I acquire the belief that it’s raining because I’m presented with strong and immediate evidence for the proposition (water falling from the sky), and I update my belief as soon as the evidence supports doing so. All this happens automatically and effortlessly. But – according to Dieguez – I can’t acquire the belief that Donald Trump is working to expose widespread Satanism at the highest levels of government by way of exposure to immediate evidence, because there is no such evidence. Instead, everything points the other way. I must work to acquire the belief.

This, again, is an instance of the factual belief fallacy fallacy. Dieguez infers from the fact that mundane beliefs are typically acquired via sense perception – which is a typically effortless and automatic means of belief acquisition – to the conclusion that representations that are acquired via other routes probably aren’t acquired effortlessly and automatically. Dieguez is right that shmeliefs aren’t acquired on the basis of immediate evidence that supports them. If they were acquired in this sort of way, they’d simply be beliefs. But it doesn’t follow that they’re acquired effortlessly. Not only is it a mistake to think that if representations are not acquired on the basis of immediate evidence, they can’t be acquired effortlessly and automatically, it’s also a mistake to think that effortlessness and automaticity must bundle together. Shmeliefs are acquired effortlessly, but they are not acquired automatically. We fall into shmeliefs, rather than acquire them.
effortfully, but the route from first entertaining the representation to its coming to be a shmelief is long.

Being a shmeliever is akin to being under the spell of a representation: one has somehow to prevent oneself or be prevented from realizing that you don’t believe the representation. The effortful acquisition hypothesis makes it difficult to understand how one could fall under the spell of the representation. Bernard Williams influentially argued that we can’t believe at will, because my awareness that I had willed myself to believe a proposition would undermine its status as a belief (1973). You can’t simultaneously believe that *this is a good map* and that *I have chosen to believe this a good map*; the latter entails that there’s no reason to think there’s a systematic relationship between the map and the world. Analogously, effortful acquisition would tend to undermine my shmeliefs. For me to shmelieve that *p*, I must take myself to believe that *p*, but were I aware that I had effortfully acquired the representation, I couldn’t bring myself to mistake it for a belief. Perhaps more importantly, I think there’s a more plausible route to the acquisition of shmeliefs: via a kind of play (Levy 2022).

Conspiracy theories are *fun*. Many non-believers (and non-shmelievers) spend a lot of time consuming them. Think of the large number of conspiracy theory themed entertainments, from *The X-Files* to *The Americans* to *Homeland* and well beyond. They have a satisfying narrative arc, they pit Davids against the Goliaths of big government or big pharma, and they may enchant the world, making it a place of secrets (and we the privileged ones, who peek behind the curtain). I think a common route into the acquisition of conspiracy-themed shmeliefs is a via a kind of playful imaginative immersion: the person starts out playing “QAnon”, because it’s fun and because it has the added epistemic benefit of painting *us* – our side of politics – as the heroes and *them* as the enemies. Playing QAnon is a little like playing cops and robbers, with *us* as the heroic cops. The shmeliever loses track of the fact they’re playing, and drifts into shmelieving.

This account, which makes *play* central to shmelief, explains many of the characteristic features of at least some conspiracy theories – certainly not all such theories, but perhaps the features characteristic of those that are widely taken to be paradigmatic. They’re highly gamified, often turning on the need to solve puzzles. QAnon is the exemplar here, but it’s common for shmelievers to find ‘evidence’ in all kinds of weird places, and taking weird forms (think, for
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10. We can, of course, know that we have voluntarily acquired a belief and regard it as a belief, so long as we take it to be accurate now. What we can’t do is to think that the belief is now sustained voluntarily and that it is also an accurate representation of the world. Dieguez might maintain, therefore, that shmeliefs are acquired effortfully but that subsequently the shmeliever comes to be absorbed by their shmeliefs. That’s a coherent position, but my view is more parsimonious, since it cuts out the effortful acquisition stage and postulates only the imaginative absorption we know to be a common feature of imaginative engagement.
example, of pointing to the names of Covid variants as evidence of a plot, on the grounds that they can be rearranged to spell out ‘media control’). It’s hard to construe this charitably as an attempt to adduce evidence. Rather, it’s wordplay, with the emphasis on the ‘play’. Playfulness is also apparent in how shmeliev- ers present themselves in person and online. They share memes and jokes. They wear costumes (think of the QAnon Shaman), carry colorful banners, bedeck their cars with stickers and wear identifying t-shirts. But they’re not expressive responders: they’re not insincere. Not all of them, at any rate: there are cosplayers and trolls who tag along and create memes “for the lulz” (Kunzru 2020), who may be conscious they’re playing. But it’s not plausible that everyone is insin- cere. Passions run too high, and too many people are willing to pay too high a cost for their shmeliefs (think of the ‘big lie’ shmeliev- ers who invaded the US Capitol). It’s unlikely that their shmeliefs would have motivated a long series of consequential actions had they retained consciousness that they weren’t beliefs. Dieguez compares conspiracy theorists to fans or hobbyists, and the comparison is insightful. But better yet is to see them as gamers. They’re playing conspiracy theory, and have lost track of the fact that it’s an imaginative exercise.

The phenomenon of imaginative immersion is familiar. Most of us can recall childhood experiences of becoming absorbed in imaginative play. While we’re so immersed, we lose track to some degree of the fact that we’re imagining, perhaps because our attention is elsewhere (Kampa 2018) or because we’re temporarily unconscious of the generative rules that govern our play (Chasid 2021). While we’re immersed, we behave consistently with our pretense. But under ordinary circumstances, not even children become so absorbed in their play as to lose track of the way the world really is. They’re easily brought back to reality: in fact, taking the pretense too seriously seems to shatter the illusion. They’re happy to play “tea time” with play dough cookies, but jarred back to reality if the experimenter take a bite from a cookie (Weisberg 2013).

Whereas the mildest reminders that this is pretense breaks the spell for the child, the shmeliever is immersed to a degree that’s highly unusual. On the other hand, they’re not so immersed as to count as believers. They continue to treat evidence playfully, and they show some implicit awareness that it’s pretense: they are slow to act on their shmeliefs, and may even take care to avoid generating evidence against them. It’s relatively easy to see how a shmeliever might fall into their shmeliefs. Play is pleasurable, especially when you’re playing “hero.” Once you’re playing, you can easily become absorbed.

One advantage of the shmelief account developed here over the related views developed elsewhere – for example, non-doxastic accounts of the nature of self-deception – is that it explains this distinctive etiology. Shmeliefs arise by imaginative absorption (that’s not to say that analogous states might not arise in different ways; including, perhaps, some of the ways that these other theorists...
have suggested). It’s also worth pointing to an important difference between the shmelief account and non-doxastic accounts of self-deception. On the views developed by Audi (1982) and Gendler (2007), self-deceived agents do not believe the proposition they profess to believe, but they do believe a conflicting proposition. The man who self-deceptively reports that *my wife is faithful* actually believes that *she is having an affair*. They suggest this conflicting belief might actually sustain the avowed claim, motivating a distinctive pattern of avoidance of evidence. On the account developed here, agents need not possess any belief about the state of affairs their ostensible belief concerns. Such a belief is certainly not needed to explain a pattern of evidence avoidance, because shmelievers often don’t avoid evidence. They may obsessively devour it, as further (pretend) evidence for how deep the conspiracy goes.

5. Maintaining Shmeliefs: The Motte and Bailey

As Porcher (2015) and Wei (2020) each note, it’s somewhat mysterious why agents engaged in pretense could fail to be aware of this fact for very long. Pointing to the phenomenon of imaginative immersion might go some way to solving that problem, but the repeated and vociferous reminders of reality that shmelievers confront requires something more. Why are they so resistant to snapping out of their play? Shmelievers are peculiarly resistant to awakening from their playful immersion, I want to suggest, for several reasons. First, shmeliefs receive social support that most playful imaginings do not: your shmeliefs are endorsed, validated and propped up by the community you identify with. These supports might take the form of broadcasts and talk back radio, but they’re probably most effective when they’re personalised: when they engage *you*. This may happen in person or online. Second, there’s the absence of pushback from the world: the available evidence is consistent with the shmelief. The play dough cookie doesn’t taste the way a cookie should; tasting it provides evidence that we’re pretending. But shmeliefs are notoriously self-sealing (Napolitano 2021); because they typically postulate conspiracies, they *predict* that authorities will deny them, cover their tracks and plant misleading evidence.

Of course, the shmeliever will receive plenty of pushback, but it comes for the most part from people she doesn’t trust, thinks of as ‘in on it,’ or as ‘sheeple.’ Nevertheless, even the most unreflective shmeliever is probably sometimes prompted to reflect on her shmelief and on whether it’s well supported. Were this an ordinary episode of pretense, it would dissipate upon such probing: the person would come to see that it was imagination all along. But shmeliefs are resistant to introspection, for an interesting reason. Shmeliefs have beliefs at their core, beliefs that are (by the agent’s lights) well supported by evidence.
The structure of shmeliefs makes it all too easy for introspection to lead to the conclusion that the shmelief is justified, because its belief core is well supported.

I suggest that shmeliefs bear something of the same sort of relationship to beliefs as baileys have to mottes. A motte-and-bailey castle consisted of a desirable area of land, the bailey, surrounding or next to a raised and fortified motte. The bailey was lightly defended, by a ditch, which couldn’t withstand a serious assault. When they faced such an attack the defenders could retreat to the motte, which gave the advantage of high ground and stone walls. A motte-and-bailey doctrine is an argumentative strategy (Shackel 2005), with the bailey corresponding to a big, exciting claim, and the motte to a far more defensible but much less exciting claim. Suppose the theorist defends the proposition that reality is socially constructed. This proposition can be given an exciting interpretation; an interpretation according to which Ramses II could not have died of tuberculosis, because the tubercle bacillus cannot be said to have existed prior to its 1882 discovery.\footnote{This claim is attributed to Bruno Latour (2000). I make no claims concerning whether the attribution is fair.} But it can also be given a much less exciting and much more defensible interpretation: \textit{we understand ourselves in ways that are shaped by the concepts of our historically specific culture}. The person deploys the motte-and-bailey argument when they equivocate between the radical and the more mundane interpretation, relying on the latter and the evidence for it when challenged. Here, of course, the exciting claim is the desirable bailey, while the much more defensible weak interpretation is the motte.

Now, think about how things look from the perspective of someone deploying a motte-and-bailey argument. Perhaps prompted by criticism, they might pause to ask themselves whether they really believe that reality is socially constructed. A few moments careful reflection might assure the theorist that they really believe it. “After all, there’s lots of evidence that self-understanding differs in all sorts of interesting ways across history and cultures. And think of institutions like money: definitely socially constructed”. Having satisfied themselves that they do believe reality is socially constructed, they feel within their epistemic rights to carry on defending claims like \textit{science is true here and now, but magic is equally true elsewhere and elsewhen} (itself a motte-and-bailey claim, equivocating between ‘true’ and ‘taken to be true’).

I suggest that shmeliefs are, together with genuine beliefs, constituents of motte-and-bailey structures, and this fact helps the shmeliever sustain both attitudes. Because shmeliefs are constituents of motte-and-bailey structures, the shmeliever can satisfy themselves of the epistemic bona fides of their attitude when reflective, because the motte is defensible: having satisfied themselves, they can then fall back into their shmelieving. Here, the bailey is the big, exciting
claim: the election was stolen; senior Democrats are killing children in Satanic rituals; the COVID vaccine is designed to kill people. The motte is the defensible core: several people have been charged with illegal voting; some Democrats are openly atheists; pharmaceutical companies have engaged in manipulation of trials in the past and are making large profits from vaccines. When the person probes their beliefs, these kinds of claims are at the forefront of their minds (what else could they adduce as evidence for their shmelief, after all?), and they find them satisfactory. They’re then free to return to shmelieving.

If something like this is right, though, then the shmeliever is also a believer. It’s because the shmeliever is also a believer that they’re able to assure themselves of their epistemic responsibility. The beliefy core of a shmelief also helps to explain why shmeliefs can be expected to guide some actions, even when the person is attentive and reflective: for example, why they might gather evidence, defend the shmelief online and associate with other shmelievers. It’s notable, too, that the facts that justify the belief also genuinely justify the shmelief (albeit weakly), which also allows the person to reassure themselves. Dieguez suggests that shmeliefs are a “metacognitive disaster”, alienating the person from their own mental life (2022: 161). If I’m right, the manner in which shmeliefs resist unmasking via introspection is essential to their maintenance.

This account might also help to explain some of the harms of shmeliefs. A motte-and-bailey doctrine, like the castle it’s modelled on, has the motte protecting the bailey. Here, too, the beliefy core protects the exciting shmelief. But—unlike the familiar cases—the shmelief also protects the belief. The shmeliever is entranced by and concentrates on the exciting shmelief. She may therefore spend little time examining her genuine belief that climate change is not a threat to the world because she’s too absorbed in imagining that there’s a worldwide conspiracy of scientists to fabricate evidence for climate change, in order to impose socialism. Shmelievers are too busy playing “the terrific two-step of triviality” (Holbo 2007), hopping between the strong but absurd claim and the weak and plausible claim, to bring their beliefs into focus, and attempts to argue with them founder as they shift from belief to shmelief and back again. The belief causes consequential behavior in the usual way, and the shmelief helps protect it from careful examination.12

Perhaps this framework can be extended to other problematic doxastic states, such as monothematic delusions (given that they, too, exhibit only some of the properties of beliefs). Perhaps, for example, they, too, have a motte-and-bailey structure, albeit one kept in place by the deficits that traumatic brain injury involves. We’ve seen that religious beliefs are typically not good candidates for
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12. (Ganapini, 2022) also recognizes how something like shmeliefs may protect the core commitments of those who espouse them. On her account, for example, people may accept narratives about Democrat vote-rigging not because they genuinely believe the narratives, but because these narratives help sustain their genuine belief that Democrats are untrustworthy.
shmeliefs, but perhaps some combine a core genuine belief (perhaps a belief in a creator, sustained by the thought that the universe could not have come from nothing), with a shmelief in specific doctrine. These monothematic delusions will count as shmeliefs if they are acquired through imaginative engagement (perhaps generated in response to the distinctive phenomenology that the lesions involved in delusions give rise to), are protected from unmasking as pretense by a motte-and-bailey structure, but give rise to recalcitrance in distinctive ways, betraying the fact that they are not processed in the ways characteristic of beliefs.

Conclusion

I’ve argued that shmeliefs are real, but that they’re less common than thinkers like Dieguez and Van Leeuwen suggest. Lots of genuine beliefs depart, in interesting ways, from the paradigms of mundane beliefs that guide their discussion of belief. It may be true that researchers too often neglect these mundane beliefs in their theorizing, but these theorists make the opposite mistake, of centering everything around them. Even genuine shmeliefs have beliefs at their core. There are many more beliefs, and many fewer shmeliefs, than their proponents have thought up till now.

But shmeliefs are not a marginal phenomenon. They are not uncommon, and they play an important role in protecting false beliefs. They protect the false beliefs of shmelievers, preventing them from clearly focusing on their own genuine beliefs and the evidence for them. They also protect false beliefs at a social level, hijacking conversations and debates about, say, climate change, and sending them down rabbit holes of allegations of fraud. Whole groups of people, many of whom are believers and not shmelievers at all, may engage in the terrific two-step of triviality, defending the motte by shifting attention to the bailey and back again. It is in the interests of those who want to avoid genuine debates to promote shmeliefs, and perhaps such promotion is a deliberate strategy on the part of the new merchants of doubt. Whereas the old merchants of doubt used distraction and the technique of focusing on genuine, but peripheral, uncertainties to manufacture doubt (Oreskes & Conway 2011), perhaps new merchants of doubt may promote shmeliefs. That may explain why certain media outlets give them airtime, and engage in ‘just asking questions’, and why, for example, the Republican party and its donors have not sought the removal of fringe elements, like Marjorie Taylor Greene.13

13. Indeed, the ongoing Dominion litigation against Fox News has unearthed internal messages that reveal that network figures reported and amplified claims about the presidential election they knew to be false (Luscombe, 2023).
Believing in Shmeliefs

Perhaps the recognition that shmeliefs are quite common should lead to new ways of addressing false beliefs. Fact checking and debate can be expected to have little effect on shmelievers and on groups that contain and promote shmelievers. We might do better by expressing genuine incredulity: c’mon, I know you don’t believe that! Incredulity may be more effective, and more honest, than rebuttal. Perhaps we need to rouse people from their immersion in shmelief, before we can actually begin to address their genuine concerns.
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